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ABSTRACT 

Geological structural features may be described on satellite images as thin lines or contourS.The 
extraction of these features is usually performed by enhancement techniques such as filtering and edge 
detection. However, radar images being characterized by the presence of speckle noise, the classical 
enhancement techniques do not provide good results in this case. We present here two methods of 
filtering based on local transformations of the grey-tone function. They provide grey-tone images where 
the speckle is removed and the continuity and sharpness of thin structures are preserved. The valuation 
of the methods is done by analyzing the binary images resulting from an automatic thresholding of the 
filtered images according to two criteria : homogeneity and connectivity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

On radar images, topographic variations are enhanced by high contrasts of reflectivity. This property is 
very useful for geological structural mapping based on the recognition of geomorphological objects such 
as faults, versant orientations, thalwegs or crest lines. Nevertheless, the speckle noise is one of the 
main obstacle for digital processing. As a matter of fact, these images do not contain zones with spatially 
uniform reflectivity : for a given grey level threshold, the pixels are generally not contiguous. Therefore, 
the classical methods for feature extraction do not provide in this case the satisfactory results obtained 
from optical images. We present here a panel of filters having the property of reducing the speckle while 
preserving the radiometrical and the spatial resolution of the initial image. Two classes of methods have 
been already developped : 

(a) statistical methods where the existence of an additive or multiplicative noise is assumed3. 
(b) morphological methods which achieve the smoothing of the grey-tone images thanks to the 

properties of the morphological transformations 7. We propose here other filters belonging to both 
classes. 

sted area is located in western Spitsbergen, centered on the Broggerhalvoya peninsula. It presents 
ntainous topography due to the glacier activity. This area has been previously studied by using 

-1 imagery 6. The main structural features correspond to sharp crest lines and rock-glacier 
undaries. On the other hand, the front of the active glaciers is underlined by morainic accumulations 

2. STATISTICAL FILTERS AND RANK OPERATORS 

e sktistical methods of noise removal are based on the minimization of the error between the noiseless 
age and its estimates, given a model describing the nature of the noise (multiplicative or additive). We - - 

tested this approach by applying to the original image the L 
mg : 

z . = x  .+o>. 
1 .J 1 .! I .! 
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Figure 1 .- Original SAR-ERS-I image 

Figure 2.- Lee Filter 
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where Z i j  is the value of the pixel (ij), Xij the value of the pixel before degradation and w,j the 
additivenoise with zero mean and a2 variance. It is assumed that the theoretical mean and variance (P i j  
and Qij) are approximated by the local mean variance of all pixels in the neighborhood surrounding zi,j. 

The estimate Ei,j is given by : 

Ei,j = Pi,j + kij  (Zij - Pij) 

where kjj  = Qi,j I Qi,j+ o2 

In this version of the Lee filter, the neighborhood is chosen in order to preserve the edges (fig. 2). 

2.2. Punctnal filter 

A similar approach consists in sorting the values of the pixels within a @ven neighborhood. The median 
filter is one of the more frequently used for image smoothing. Considenng that the speckle corresponds 
to unctual anomalies, it would be more pertinent to eliminate them. It is done by replacing the isolated 
vaues P of reflectivity by a statistical estimator (median or mean) computed within 3x3 square 
neighborhood. The algonthm is the following : the absolute value of the difference between the central 
pixel and each surroundin pixel is computed. The value of the central pixel is considered as unique 

pixel is replaced on the resulting image by the mean value of the height surrounding pixels; else, the 
value on the resulting image remains unchanged (fig. 3). 

3. MORPHOLOGICAL FILTERS 

when all these absolute va f ues are greater than a given threshold. In this case, the value of the central 

filters are not based on any probabilist model of the grey-tone distribution. They are 
hological Openings and Closings with a @ven structuring element. If utilized alone, a 
Opening (res . Closing) smoothes only white (resp. dark) details. 

hing filters such as the median filter acts the same manner on high and low values. Many 
Filters have been proposed for image smoothing. They are the result of a determined 

applied here two Morphological filters designed for smoothing noisy gre -tone images : the 

one image li K e the radar ones, the noise may be composed both o f  dark or white details. 

of Openings and Closings. 

ter filter and the Comparative filter. A third one is proposed which is a Connecte d y  filter. 

1- Comparative filter 

zat 7 have proposed morphological filters to remove speckle on radar imagery and 
one called the Comparative filter. This filter is built from local transformations which are 

as algebraic Openings and Closings. The structuring elements used in these transformations 
convex. In their definition, the center of the structuring element is omitted. The two basic 

ations utilized in the comparative filter are : 

@Bf(x) = Max(f(x),MinB*O 
yBf(x) = Min(f(x),MaxBd) 

here l3* = B(x)-(x). The operator $ B suppresses the "isolated" minima with respect to B and YB acts 
minima in the same way. The real implementation is more complex. It is based on operator I/J and 
on a family of structuring elements of increasing radii BI ,  .... , En. They are defined in the 
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Figure 3.- Punctual Filter 

Figure 4.- Comparative Filter 
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*BI, .... , Bnf(X) = Max(f((x),Minf~~*, .... , MinfB,*) 

YB], .... , Bnf(X) = Min(f(x),MaxfBI*, .... , MaxfBn*) 

We used the following step of the filter : 

= YBX@BX = (YB&(*# 

where k=3 and Bh is composed by three circles surrounding the origin and having increasing radii 
defined from the square grid (fig. 4). 

3.2. Center filter 

Self duality is one of the property required for grey-tone image smoothing. In this perspective, Serra 
noticed that the median filter is self-dual but not idempotent and showed are to build filters having both 
properties from Morphological filters g. In the general case of complete lattices ci?, the centre ß between 

an overfilter (Vfilter) fand an underfilter (Afilter) g is given by the general formula : 

Given a Morphological Opening y with a convex structural element B and the dual Morphological 
Closing @, the center ß is constructed with f = @y$ and g = y$y. We used here a Morphological 
Opening (resp. Closing) with a square structural element of size 1 (fig. 5). 

3.3. Center connected filter 

It has been said that, for geological mapping from radar imagery, thin white structures have to be 
preserved or even restored. It has been now frequently shown, that connected filters on grey-tone 
images product grey-tone flat zones. Moreover, filters resulting from a composition of connected 
Openings and Closings have the same algebraic properties than the equivalent ones made of 
morphological filters 1. 

en the two filters yc and C p C  which are respectively an Opening and a Closing by reconstruction, 
applied to the original radar image a filter which is the centre pc between fc and fi defined as 

ßc= (1 /4 fc) v gc 

ere fc = 0 CYCO c and gc = ycQ, cyc 

can see on the figure 6 that the speckle has been partially removed and that the contours of the 
tures have been restored. 

4. COMPARHZON AND VALUATION OF THE FILTERS. 

esults of the various filters may be visually compared. But visual estimation of the quality of the 
t?ne images obtained by filtering is difficult to objectively carry out. The comparizon and the 

Of the filters performed in this paper, are based on two criteria : homogeneity of the texture and 
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Figure 5.- Center Filter 
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connectivity of the structures, since the filters were designed for removing the speckle while preservj 
the structural features. 

4.1. Homogeneity 

In order to quantify the homogeneity of the texture, we have computed the local occurence hV(k) of ea 
grey-level p(i) inside a neighbourhood V of the pixel i, according to the formula : 

where x [p(i)=kl(i) is the boolean function defined as follows: 
X [p(i)=k](i)=l if p(i)=k 

x [p(i)=k](i)=O if p(i)*k 

On figure 7, one can see the images of the local occurence inside a 3x3 sliding window for the si; 
filters described above. According to the local criterium hV(k), the homogeneous zones on thc 
corresponding filter are the lighter on these images. It can be noticed that the region are mor< 
homogeneous on the punctual filter (fig. 7C) and on the connected center filter (fig. 7F) than on the 
other ones. 
The homogeneity on the whole image I can be quantified by using the index H(k): 

H(k) = 
ORIGINAL IMAGE i I 

The 256 values k of this index have been calculated for 
the original image and the five filters (fig.8). The effect 
of smoothing of the morphological filters is emphasized 
by this index. 

4.2. Connectivity 

In order to quantify the connectivity of the structures, a 
quantitative index is defined here to valuate binary 
images obtained by an automatic thresholding. This 
index, called here connectivity index, is based on the 
definition of the geodesic lenght of connected 
components on binary images 2. For each connected 
component of the binary image, the geodesic lenght is 
computed according to the algorithm of the geodesic 
euclidian distance function . The connectivity index I, 
is defined as follows : 

Fi gi 
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where I,(Xi) is the geodesic length of the component Xi, and N is the number of connected 
components. 

A normalized connectivity index NIc can be defined as : 

where Igmax is the maximal geodesic lenght on the binary image. 
These two indexes have been used to compare the results of the filtering. 

4.2.1. Connexity index on filtered- images 

Assuming that the connectivity of white structures, in the case of geological structural mapping, is an 
index of quality, we thresholded the first decile of the grey-tone distribution of the original image and the 
five filters formerly described (fig. 9). 
The results presented on Table I show clearly that the use of the connected filter enhance the structural 
features. On the other hand, the use of structuring elements with a central hole (cf. punctual and 
comparative filters) seems to improve the speckle removal. 

Fî1 ters Connexi ty index Normalized index 

unfiltered image 5,185376 0,005079 
Lee filter 5,2 1 8 167 0,005136 
punctual filter 13,6197 1 9 0,010164 
comparative filter 12,736406 0,O 1 1263 
centerfilter 9,826741 0,008486 
connected center filter 59,223808 0,03 1236 

Table I.- Connexity index on filters 

4.2.2. Connexity index on the residual filtered images 

he contrast feature extraction by means 
ed on the filtered images. In order to 
nce the contrasts, a k2 morphological 

utation of the two 

es is quite different 
he one presented forherly on Table I. In particular, it is not surprising that the ßc gets low values 

images better than 

Table II.- Connexity index on residues 



Figure 9.- Thresholding on filtered images : A.- Original image. B.- Lee filter. C.- Punctual filter. 
D.- Comparative filter. E.- Center filter. F.- Connected center filter. 
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10.- Thresholding of White Top Hat of filtered images : A.- Original image. B.- Lee filter. 
'.- PunctMl fi1ter.D.- Comparative f i l  te.r. E.- Center fiJter. F.- Connected center filter. 



5. CONCLUSION 

Space radar images are very useful for geological purpose if one can reduce the s eckle while preserving 
the fine structures. A solution of filtenno is roposed here based on connected r! Ilters. The valuation of 
this solution led us to define indices of gfoba Y homogeneity and connectivity. 
In this stud we compared filters reducing the noise and minimizing the loss of information about fine 
details. In t e general pros ect of removing the speckle for image segmentation at larger resolutions, the 
use of Alternate Sequentia Filters should demonstrate good results. 
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